The average value in the time domain of the density of electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor laser with coherent feedback is calculated under conditions of minimal pump energy. This value is found to be finite; the significance of this result is discussed as well as the asymptotic value of the above carrier density.
d S ( E ( t ) ) a -l [G(n(t)) r0]E(t) + "rE(t-')exp(-iw0-) (i= x/Z] ) (2) where w0 is the optical angular frequency which is near the laser angular frequency, 7 is the feedback rate, -is the feedback delay time, and G(n(t)) is the complex gain function which depends upon n(t). Now, from Eq. (1) we get:
On the other hand, note that also from Eq. (1) it is deduced the existence of a relaxation time given by: 2T 'r (4) so that from Eqs. (3) and (4) it follows: n 1.62 Ps'rr(rO no)
Next we shall evaluate the average value of n(t) as follows:
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Then, by taking into account formulae (1) and (6) Notice that result (7) coincides with n (see formula (3) ), that is, timeaveraged electron-hole density is exactly equal to the asymptotic value of this density in the time domain.
DISCUSSION
We have found that (n)= n, this value being dependent on relaxation time 7-r; at this point, note that r does not depend on the feedback delay (for details on this delay, see Refs. [2, 4] ). In addition, we must emphasize that our results refer to minimal pump energy which constitutes a very interesting circumstance since this situation is related to crucial problems in the context of chaotic phenomena. It is well-known that these phenomena are not at present well understood so very important research efforts are needed. Finally, we can mention Refs. [5, 6] as basic work in this context.
